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Microsoft Makes $500,000 Donation to Support Diversity in Legal Profession;
 Contribution Is Largest to MCCA 10x10x10 Campaign

WASHINGTON, D.C. _ Microsoft Corporation has contributed $500,000 to the 10x10x10
Campaign of the Minority Corporate Counsel Association (MCCA). The donation is the
largest received by the campaign to date and will support MCCA programs fostering
diversity in the legal profession.

Microsoft’s pledge will be paid over three years.  More than half of the donation,
$270,000, will go to the Lloyd M. Johnson, Jr. Scholarship Program, which provides law
school scholarships for newly accepted students from disadvantaged backgrounds. The
remaining $230,000 will support other MCCA initiatives.

“Microsoft applauds MCCA’s progress increasing diversity among legal professionals but
recognizes that much remains to be done by us all,” said Mary Snapp, Microsoft’s Vice
President and Deputy General Counsel. “We hope that our contribution will encourage
others to commit resources to this critical campaign and advance the important work of
MCCA.”

“MCCA is deeply grateful for Microsoft’s generous gift,” said MCCA Executive Director
Veta T. Richardson. “Microsoft is known as a technological innovator, and its support of
the 10x10x10 Campaign also demonstrates a commitment to progress in the field of
law.”

The MCCA Tenth Anniversary Campaign: 10x10x10 was launched in 2007. Its goal is to
raise $10 million by the year 2010. The funds are being used for research and
education, diversity training and instruction, and educational scholarships. Microsoft’s
donation brings the campaign to one quarter of its fund-raising goal.

A Fortune 100 company, Microsoft Corporation is the worldwide leader in computer
software and services for people and businesses. In its Diversity Mission Statement,
Microsoft pledges to “understand, value, and incorporate the differences each employee
brings to the company so that we can build the greatest multicultural workplace in the
technology industry and reflect the growing diversity and inclusion of our communities
and the global marketplace.” Microsoft employs 92,000 people in 102 countries and is
headquartered in Redmond, Washington.

The Minority Corporate Counsel Association was founded in 1997 to advocate for the
expanded hiring, promotion, and retention of minority attorneys in corporate legal
departments and the law firms that serve them.  In addition, MCCA stimulates an
ongoing dialogue of diversity “best practices.”  MCCA accomplishes its mission through
the collection and dissemination of information on diversity in the legal profession.
MCCA is headquartered in Washington, D.C., and also has an office in Atlanta. For more
information, go to mcca.com
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